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General
Connect the KeyKeg party pump to a KeyKeg and you can easily dispense anywhere, any time. 
The party pump connects to any KeyKeg with the integrated 5/8 inch coupler. The party pump 
uses outside air and the beverage stays good for weeks because of KeyKeg’s unique Bag-in-Ball™ 
technology. Wine even longer.

When dispensing carbonated beverages with a party pump it is important to cool the KeyKeg 
before use. This will prevent excessive foaming while dispensing.

Connecting
Connect the coupler to the KeyKeg by turning it counter clock wise until it stops moving. Unlock the 
handle and push it down until it locks.

Dispensing and pumping
After connecting the party pump to a full KeyKeg more frequent pumping is required to dispense 
the first liters of the beverage as the amount of air that can be pumped into the keg is limited.

Carbonated beverages require more pressure, as the CO2 is more likely to escape at low pressure.

Cleaning
The party pump can be cleaned by: 
• Disassembly and cleaning of the parts with a cleaning solution.
• Using a cleaning bottle: 

1. Remove the cleaning bottle cap and fill the cleaning bottle with a cleaning solution. 
2. Place the cleaning bottle cap back on and engage the party pump as if tapping a keg. 
3. Pressurize the cleaning bottle with the party pump and release cleaning solution with the 

faucet, allowing approximately 1 liter to flow out. 
4. Pull pressure relief valve to release pressure from the cleaning bottle before removing the 

bottle cap.
5. Repeat previous steps with water.
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Contact for more information:
Lightweight Containers Inc.
One Magnificent Mile
980 North Michigan Avenue
Suite 1400
Chicago 60611 - Illinois USA
T:   +1 (312) 489-8425

Lightweight Containers BV
Koperslagersweg 4
1786 RA  Den Helder
The Netherlands
T:   +31 (0) 223-760760
E:  info@keykeg.com

www.keykeg.com


